
Plan’d   Competitor   Research   
  

TripIt   
● Automated   import   of   travel   itineraries   straight   from   a   user’s   email.   
● Pro   version   provides   real-time   alerts   of   your   flight   including   price   decreases,   better   seats   

available,   security   wait   times,   searchable   airport   maps,   gate   directions,   and   traffic   
conditions   on   the   way   to   the   airport.   

● Alerts   provided   based   on   a   user’s   safety   risk   tolerance.   
● Siri   shortcuts   walkthrough   to   make   it   easier   for   users   to   access   information   while   on   the   

move.   
● Covid   information   for   a   user’s   destination   provided   by   Riskline   

○ Number   of   days   required   for   quarantine   on   arrival   
○ Testing   required?   
○ Country’s   infection   rate   
○ Country’s   policy   

Nomadlist   
● Provides   an   overview   of   scores   for   each   city.   This   is   particularly   curated   for   digital   

nomads   who   want   to   work   and   live   in   a   place.   Interesting   sections   that   stand   out   include:   
○ Neighborhood   maps   with   local   information   on   the   best   areas   to   live   in   a   city.   
○ Coworking   
○ Pros   and   Cons   of   living   in   the   city.   
○ Remote   job   board   

● Users   also   provide   in-depth   reviews   on   what   it’s   like   to   live   in   a   certain   place.   
● Paid   service   includes   access   to   user   profiles   and   to   a   Slack   and   Discord,   so   that   users   

can   connect   with   each   other   more   easily.   Organized   meetups   may   be   possible   too.   
● To   stay   focused,   it   does   not   contain   information   about   local   restaurants   and   attractions.   
● Does   not   have   an   app   right   now.   

  
Couchsurfing   

● Experience   local   culture   through   staying   with   a   host.   
● Quickly   meet   up   with   other   users   (both   locals   and   other   travelers)   through   the   Hangouts  

feature.   Sometimes   meetups   can   happen   within   the   hour.   
● User   reviews   are   very   important   as   they   are   the   only   way   to   build   credibility   on   this   

website.   
● Create   your   basic   trip.   Other   users   may   offer   to   host   if   they   
● The   Events   section   allows   users   to   create   events   for   other   users   to   join   in   on.   
● Forums   exist,   but   are   kind   of   dead.   Direct   Messaging   is   possible.   

  
RoadTrippers   

● Road   Trip   itinerary   focused   
● Visualize   local   attractions   along   a   road   trip   route.   
● Share   itineraries   with   other   users,   however   it   doesn’t   seem   like   there   is   much   interaction   

with   other   users.   



● Guides   section   provides   written   articles   on   different   road   trip   itineraries,   which   users   can   
choose   to   embark   on.   

● Attraction   pages   
○ Reviews   
○ Photos   
○ Nearby   Trip   
○ Nearby   Hotels   
○ Restrooms,   parking,   CC,   dining,   etc   

  
The   Culture   Trip   

● An   aggregate   of   restaurants,   attractions,   and   other   places   to   visit.   Each   page   has   basic   
information   about   what   the   place   is   about,   and   how   much   it   may   cost.   However,it   does   
not   go   in-depth   into   providing   user   reviews.   

● Articles   are   also   provided,   which   showcase   different   attractions.   
● Experiences   are   activities,   tours,   classes,   and   tickets   that   the   users   can   pay   for.   
● Near   Me   shows   all   the   local   attractions   near   the   user.   
● Articles,   places,   and   experiences   can   all   be   saved   into   “My   Plans”.   Bookmarking   is   the   

extent   of   this   feature   though.   There   is   no   ability   to   create   itineraries   based   off   of   this.   
  


